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: SSL (Sound Source Localization) pan angle over USB

1.

Title

SSL (Sound Source Localization) pan angle over USB
2.

Background

Some smart cameras have a face detector to determine where the faces (people) are.
To detect who is talking and to zoom in to the talker, SSL (Sound Source Localization)
is used with a built-in mic array on the camera. However, for some cameras, the video
camera components (lens, CCD, processor) may be separate from a mic array, which
may be in another component such as a sound bar or in a standalone mic array. There
is a need to transmit SSL information from such a separate mic array to the camera
components.
3.

Previous Solutions:

Some camera modules are fully integrated with the mainboard, with face detection and
SSL modules running on the same system-on-a-chip. So all data exchanges can be
done within shared memory via an interconnected memory bus inside of the SoC.
4.

Description

The proposed camera solution has two separate, main parts: a mainboard and a
camera module. The mics on the mainboard generate the SSL pan angle data. The
connection between the mainboard and the camera module is USB, so USB is used to
send the SSL pan angle data to the camera module for use in talker detection.
•
The protocol used is UVC (USB Video Class) extension or REST API over USB
HID interface to send the SSL pan angle from the mainboard to the camera module.
•
Two bytes (16 bits) can be used to send the SSL pan angle value, the SSL pan
angle has range of 0.00 – 180.00 degrees:
o
This can be a signed 16 bit (range from −32,768 to 32,767)
o
To send floating point data, we use 0 – 18000 to represent 0.00 – 180.00, such
that 12345 => 123.45 degree
o
-1 is used to indicate there is no one is talking in the room.
o
-2 is used to indicate there is no one is talking at the far-end.
Alternative implementation:
In a videoconferencing implementation that includes multiple cameras in one
room, a base station such as a PC, a main (center) camera module or a sound bar can
receive audio, video and SSL data from all distributed camera devices over USB.
Data transfer is via USB HID pipe (though could be USB UVC)
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